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Transform the Way You Work
A global cloud platform built to empower the people and improve the processes that grow your business
Source-to-Pay Order-to-Cash
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Results that resonate
Esker’s AI-driven solutions are trusted by Finance, Procurement and Customer Service leaders around the world to deliver transformational benefits to their people and processes.
See what’s possible
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 [image: ]Order Management
Improved data quality
Hear how Promega dramatically increased visibility into market segments for other departments
Listen now >

 [image: ]Accounts Receivable
Decreased DSO
Learn how Mitsubishi decreased DSO and increased customer satisfaction while managing staffing issues.
Watch now>

 [image: ]Accounts Payable
Reduced past-due invoices
Discover how Yaskawa’s AP team can handle increasing invoice volumes quickly and accurately.
Read more >












Positive-sum growth
Unlock value beyond the business
Business success is best when shared. That’s why Esker designs its solutions so that your growth never comes at the expense of another individual, department or company — everyone wins!
	[image: ]Your employees
Bring greater dignity, meaning & autonomy to the daily lives of employees.

	[image: ]Your customers
Become the one thing all your customers want — easy to do business with.

	[image: ]Your suppliers
Provide suppliers with timely payments, transparency & self-service options.


Learn more
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Esker’s unique capabilities
Not all cloud platforms are created equal. Here’s what sets Esker apart:
	[image: ]Global cloud platform
to ensure business continuity & end-to-end connectivity

	[image: ]Artificial intelligence
technology to optimize data recognition, validation & more

	[image: ]One interface
for a 360-degree view over customer & supplier information

	[image: ]Custom dashboards
for each user with real-time KPIs & reporting features

	[image: ]Multi-ERP integration
that is always simple & secure in any environment

	[image: ]Mobile capabilities
to perform business-critical tasks while working remote
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Analyst accolades
See what the experts say
With nearly four decades of innovation and expertise, Esker’s suite of cloud automation solutions has been recognized by multiple leading analyst firms over the years. Most recently, these include:
[image: ]Esker named a Leader in the 2023 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for Integrated Invoice-to-Cash Applications and listed in the 2024 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ Report for Source-to-Pay Suites

[image: ]Esker recognized as a “Leader” & “Major Player” in IDC MarketScapes for Accounts Receivable & Accounts Payable Automation

[image: ]Esker recognized as a Market Leader in Ardent Partners' 2023 ePayables Technology Advisor for third consecutive time
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Frequently asked questions
We’ve compiled answers to some of the most commonly asked questions about Esker and our suite of process automation solutions. Have a question you can’t find the answer to? Reach out by clicking the “Contact Us” button on the left.

What areas of business do Esker’s solutions automate?

Esker is the only cloud platform that can handle automating processes across the source-to-pay (S2P) and order-to-cash (O2C) spectrum. This means you have the freedom to pursue digital transformation in virtually any area of your business — automating as much or as little as you want, with the ability to expand to different processes or departments beyond your starting point.
On the S2P side, Esker’s solutions span across critical processes such as sourcing, supplier management, procurement and accounts payable. For O2C leaders, Esker offers intuitive solutions for optimizing order management and accounts receivable processes, including: credit management, invoice delivery, payment, cash application, deductions and collections management.

What are some of the benefits that Esker’s solutions bring to businesses?

Whether it’s S2P or O2C processes, Esker’s AI-driven automation solutions deliver significant benefits to today’s businesses. Chief among these include: improvements to your most strategic relationships (i.e., customers and suppliers), greater savings in both hard and soft costs, higher productivity and satisfaction levels within team members, and increase control and compliance on a global scale.
Furthermore, in an era of increasing uncertainty and disruption, today’s businesses need to be one thing above all else — resilient. Esker equips companies with the AI-powered technology needed withstand future risks while also achieving true positive-sum growth; that is, growth that is built on everyone (e.g., employees, customers, suppliers, the environment, etc.) benefitting, not just the shareholders.

What is the technology powering Esker’s solutions?

Esker’s cloud-based solutions are powered by a multitude of different functionalities, with cognitive technologies like Artificial Intelligence (AI), Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and process automation being the “heavy lifters.” These technologies are designed to reduce manual administrative tasks, increase speed and accuracy, and improve the overall quality of the data and documents that businesses process. It’s worth noting that AI and RPA are not designed to replace workers but, instead, enhances how your team performs their daily tasks. Think of it as a digital team member that works 24/7 on its assigned tasks and never takes a day off!

Is Esker a replacement for my ERP system?

No, Esker’s software solutions are not designed to replace ERPs; rather, they seamlessly integrate with whatever system or systems currently in place to fill in the manual gaps most conventional ERPs can’t handle. In fact, Esker integrates with over 70 different ERP solutions.
The result is that documents get processed faster and more accurately, employees work more efficiently, and your company can maximize its ERP investment. Esker is particularly helpful for organizations that have expanded through M&A activity, which often involves piecing together disparate ERP systems. Esker simplifies this complexity!

Is Esker a global company?

We sure are! Esker not only has two U.S. offices in Madison, WI, and Denver, CO, we also operate in other areas of North America, Latin America, Europe and Asia Pacific with global headquarters in Lyon, France. More than 1,700 companies use our AI-driven process automation software worldwide.
This experience and international development strategy afford Esker a very unique perspective that not all cloud solution providers can offer — connecting us to what organizations of all different sizes and locations are looking for in terms of digital solutions both now and in the future.

























Ask us anything
Questions? Comments? No matter what it is, we're easy to reach.
Get in touch
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